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Lava dome collapses pose a hazard to surrounding populations, but equally represent
important processes for deciphering the eruptive history of a volcano. Models examining
lava dome instability rely on accurate physical and mechanical properties of volcanic
rocks. Here we focus on determining the physical and mechanical properties of a suite
of temporally-constrained rocks from different phases of the 1995–2010 eruption at
Soufrière Hills volcano in Montserrat. We determine the uniaxial compressive strength,
tensile strength, density, porosity, permeability, and Young’s modulus using laboratory
measurements, complemented by Schmidt hammer testing in the field. By viewing a
snapshot of each phase, we find the highest tensile and compressive strengths in the
samples attributed to Phase 4, corresponding to a lower permeability and an increasing
proportion of isolated porosity. Samples from Phase 5 show lower compressive and
tensile strengths, corresponding to the highest permeability and porosity of the tested
materials. Overall, this demonstrates a reliance of mechanical properties primarily on
porosity, however, a shift toward increasing prevalence of pore connectivity in weaker
samples identified by microtextural analysis demonstrates that here pore connectivity
also contributes to the strength and Young’s Modulus, as well as controlling permeability.
The range in UCS strengths are supported using Schmidt hammer field testing.
We determine a narrow range in mineralogy across the sample suite, but identify a
correlation between increasing crystallinity and increasing strength. We correlate these
changes to residency-time in the growing lava dome during the eruption, where stronger
rocks have undergone more crystallization. In addition, subsequent recrystallization of
silica polymorphs from the glass phase may further strengthen the material. We suggest
the variation in physical and mechanical rock properties shown within the Soufrière Hills
eruptive products be included in future structural stability models of the remaining over-
steepened dome on Montserrat, and that consideration of rock heterogeneity and its
temporal variation if possible, be made in other, similar systems.
Keywords: Soufrière Hills volcano, lava dome, mechanical properties, strength, porosity, mineralogy, Schmidt
hammer
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INTRODUCTION
Collapse of volcanic flanks and lava domes has been shown
to influence subsequent eruptive behavior (e.g., Voight and
Elsworth, 2000) and represents a major hazard through
generation of pyroclastic flows and debris avalanches. Structural
stability modeling is therefore vital in understanding the hazard
associated with, and the consequences of volcanic collapse
events. This has been explored through various modeling efforts,
including: analog modeling (Vidal and Merle, 2000; Cecchi et al.,
2004; Tibaldi et al., 2006; Andrade and van Wyk de Vries, 2010;
Nolesini et al., 2013); Limit Equilibrium Methods (LEM; Apuani
et al., 2005; Simmons et al., 2005; Borselli et al., 2011; Schaefer
et al., 2013; Dondin et al., 2017); Finite Element Modeling
(FEM; Voight, 2000; Schaefer et al., 2013); Finite Difference
Methods (FDM; Apuani et al., 2005; Le Friant et al., 2006)
and Discrete Element Modeling (DEM; Morgan and McGovern,
2005a,b; Husain et al., 2014, 2018; Harnett et al., 2018). Although
modeling studies expand our knowledge of mechanisms of
volcanic structural instability, they are often limited by the
availability of mechanical data for edifice rock properties.
In particular, a recurrent challenge in modeling volcanic
failure is representing the spatial and temporal heterogeneity
of material (e.g., Schaefer et al., 2015; Heap et al., 2016b).
The logistical difficulties in accessing deposits and outcrops
during or after an eruption also prevent direct observation
and quantification of erupted material. Numerical models are
often forced to adopt ‘typical’ values for the physical and
geomechanical properties of the material from the volcano in
question, thus increasing the uncertainties associated with any
model. As such, it is important to investigate the spatiotemporal
evolution of material forming a volcano.
Volcanic products are typically very heterogeneous, with
varied eruptive conditions leading to large ranges in pore
architecture (i.e., connected vs. isolated vesicles vs. fractures)
and permeability (Mueller et al., 2005; Heap et al., 2014a, 2018c;
Farquharson et al., 2015; Colombier et al., 2017). Experimental
investigations into volcanic rock properties have increased
in recent years, including compressive and tensile strength,
elastic properties, and resultant physical changes induced during
deformation (e.g., Lavallée et al., 2007, 2008, 2013; Schaefer et al.,
2015; Heap et al., 2016a, 2018a; Lamur et al., 2017; Marmoni et al.,
2017; Coats et al., 2018), as well as research into the relationship
between activity at dome-building volcanoes and their respective
rock properties (e.g., Smith et al., 2009, 2011; Kendrick et al.,
2013, 2016; Heap et al., 2015, 2016a; Kushnir et al., 2016; Lavallée
et al., 2019). This increase in research has started to show the
importance of understanding how mechanical properties of rock
influence the eruptive style at a volcano, for example at Mt. St.
Helens where porosity, and as such strength, was shown to be a
determining factor in whether a lava dome or spine was extruded
(Heap et al., 2016a).
Geomechanical properties not only influence eruptive style,
but also structural stability. For example, although the interior
of a lava dome is subjected to moderate confining pressures,
outer talus slopes are often unconfined. This complex stress
field influences the development of tensile and shear fractures.
Although the mechanical behavior of materials in compressive
stress fields has received most of the attention by the rock
physics community in recent decades (e.g., Paterson and Wong,
2005), there is more investigation to be done into the tensile
rock strength of volcanic materials, whose structural stability
is commonly challenged by tensile stresses due to lack of
confining and high pore pressure (Kilburn, 2018). The tensile
strength of rocks is found to be ∼8% of the compressive
strength (Jaeger et al., 2009; Perras and Diederichs, 2014),
and can be as low as ∼4% (Zorn et al., 2018). As such,
rock failure (even under compressive shear stress) generally
follows the nucleation, propagation, and coalescence of tensile
fractures (with the exception of supershear rupture; e.g., Das,
2015). We therefore investigate tensile strength and the ratio to
compressive strength, and its relationship to other physical rock
properties.
In addition to determining mechanical properties and
variation of the physical properties of volcanic rock, it
is important to consider how variation in petrology and
geochemistry may also influence dome stability. For example at
Mt. Unzen a temporal change in chemistry due to phenocryst
abundance was shown to correlate with temporal changes
in effusion rate (Nakada and Motomura, 1999), and such
evolution in eruptive style will also alter dome stability.
Similarly, the occurrence of secondary mineralization may
modify the porous structure and coherence of rocks, affecting
the structural stability (Horwell et al., 2013; Coats et al., 2018)
especially when water is present in the pore space (Heap et al.,
2018b).
Here, we focus on quantifying the physical, mineralogical,
and mechanical properties of a temporally-constrained sample
set, and the variability of these properties, required as inputs
for numerical models assessing dome collapse hazard. To
do this, we focus specifically on the Soufrière Hills volcano
(SHV), and we aim to demonstrate the importance of,
and encourage incorporation of, rock heterogeneity in future
dome stability modeling efforts. In addition to showcasing
the range in material properties, we also speculate how
these may be temporally-linked to specific phases of the
eruption.
GEOLOGICAL SETTING
Soufrière Hills volcano is an andesitic volcanic complex on the
Caribbean island of Montserrat, located in the northern Lesser
Antilles island arc (Figure 1). The current eruption started in
July 1995 with a series of phreatic explosions, which led to
the emplacement and growth of a lava dome (Young et al.,
1998). This was followed by a series of dome growth and
collapse cycles, involving large scale pyroclastic density current
(PDC) generation and explosive activity. The eruption of SHV
included five phases of dome growth (Wadge et al., 2014;
Stinton et al., 2017): Phase 1 (November 15, 1995–March 10,
1998); Phase 2 (November 27, 1999–August 1, 2003); Phase 3
(August 1, 2005–April 20, 2007); Phase 4 (separated into Phase
4a: August 8, 2008–October 8, 2008, and Phase 4b: December
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FIGURE 1 | Map of Montserrat showing landscape, including topographic
lows where pyroclastic deposits have been channeled. Location of sampling
sites shown for each phase. Also marked: Soufrière Hills volcano (SHV)
summit (red triangle), and Belham River Valley (BRV; where additional Schmidt
hammer testing was carried out). Inset shows location of Montserrat in the
Caribbean islands.
2, 2008–January 3, 2009; Robertson et al., 2009); and Phase
5 (October 8, 2009–February 11, 2010). These phases were
separated by pauses characterized by no magma extrusion, and
Phases 3, 4, and 5 were preceded by transitional periods with
increases in seismicity and/or ash venting.
Several lava dome collapses occurred throughout the eruptive
period, with the largest of these (>107 m3) shown in Figure 2.
The end of the last phase of lava extrusion was marked by a major
dome collapse on February 11, 2010 (Stinton et al., 2014b). The
scale of collapses throughout the eruption ranged from frequent
(up to 140 per day) small scale rockfalls (Calder et al., 2002), to
larger whole dome collapses such as the total dome collapse on
July 12–13, 2003 (Herd et al., 2005).
Petrological studies of products throughout the eruption
have shown that SHV has produced lavas of relatively similar
composition hornblende-bearing andesites (Humphreys et al.,
2010; Christopher et al., 2014; Wadge et al., 2014), with an
increasing proportion of mafic inclusions in later phases (Barclay
et al., 2010). Long-term petrology across the eruption was
explored by Christopher et al. (2014) and although they found
systematic changes in Fe-content across time, they concluded
that there was no progressive change of bulk composition,
with SiO2 content consistently between 56 and 62% throughout
the eruption. However, previous studies have documented that
geomechanical rock properties of chemically indistinguishable
lavas can vary broadly as a result of distinct pore structures
(Kendrick et al., 2013; Schaefer et al., 2015; Heap et al., 2016a),
local heterogeneities (Farquharson et al., 2016), anisotropy
(Bubeck et al., 2017), and post-emplacement alteration (Pola
et al., 2014; Siratovich et al., 2014; Coats et al., 2018). We therefore
aim to explore how the petrographic textures of the Soufrière
Hills products and the temporal variation in these textures affect
both rock strength and volcanic behavior, even where there is a
narrow range in bulk rock compositions.
The quantity and quality of observations recorded throughout
the eruption makes SHV an ideal test site for exploring temporal
variability in erupted products, as records of collapse events
enable linking of specific pyroclastic deposits to specific eruptive
phases.
FIGURE 2 | Eruption history at Soufrière Hills, Montserrat. Extrusion rate data shown in black, calculated for Phases 1–4 using erupted volume data from Wadge
et al. (2014) and extrusion data for Phase 5 from Stinton et al. (2014a). Red shows eruptive phases, whilst green shows pauses in activity. Annotations show state of
the dome at the end of each phase (standing dome with relative size indicated, wholesale collapse, partial collapse), and stars mark major (>107 m3) dome
collapses across the eruption.
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MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL
METHODOLOGY
Sampling Strategy
For this experimental study, seven block samples were collected
from different PDC deposits around SHV. Deposits were selected
based on the certainty with which the blocks could be tied to
not only a particular collapse, but also to ensure the material
was erupted during a given eruptive phase. Hence, deposits that
were selected occurred in the middle or toward the end of an
TABLE 1 | Block labels, their respective phase, and evidence that each sample
originates from its attributed phase, alongside summaries of dome activity prior to
each of the collapses from which samples in this study are collected.
Phase Block Sampled
event
Evidence that rock
originates from this
phase
Dome activity prior
to/during
sample-originating
collapse
1 M June 25,
1997,
collapse
Sample collected from
the surface of the still
exposed block-and-ash
flow deposits in the
former village of Farm.
Based on deposit map
in Loughlin et al. (2002).
The growing lava dome
had overtopped the
walls of English’s crater
in February 1997
(Loughlin et al., 2002)
and active extrusion
continued prior to the
June 26 collapse. An
earthquake swarm
preceded the collapse,
and a tiltmeter
measured deflation.
Collapse due to dome
exceeding
topographical
constraints.
3 B, H May 20,
2006,
whole
dome
collapse
Samples collected from
an isolated boulder on
the pyroclastic fan at
the mouth of the Tar
River valley. Boulder
emplaced during dome
collapse. Based on
photographic evidence
from MVO archives.
Collapse preceded by
continuous extrusion of
SW lobe. Switch in
extrusion direction
noted on morning of
collapse. Large LP
earthquake preceded
collapse and total
dome collapse
coincided with peak in
rainfall (Loughlin et al.,
2010).
4 F, G July 29,
2008,
explosion
Samples collected from
the surface of still
exposed block-and-ash
flow deposits in
Plymouth. Deposit map
shown in Komorowski
et al. (2010).
Explosion on July 29,
2008 marked the start
of Phase 4a and was
preceded by several
days of seismicity and
several months of no
extrusion.
5 J, K February
05, 2010,
Vulcanian
explosion
Samples collected from
surface of
block-and-ash flow
deposits in Aymer’s
Ghaut. Based on MVO
data and deposit map
shown in Stinton et al.
(2014a).
Explosion on February
05, 2010 occurred
during Phase 5 (very
shortly before the end
of the phase), and was
preceded by extrusion
of fresh lava.
eruptive phase to avoid sampling rocks that were extruded in
previous phases of activity. Samples can be confidently tied to
their respective phase due to the directionality of collapse in each
case (Table 1). Within each selected deposit, safely accessible
blocks were examined and the Schmidt hammer method (detailed
below) was employed to gain an overview of variability in
material properties in the field. One block was collected from
Phase 1, and two blocks collected for each of Phases 3, 4, and
5 (Figure 1). No samples were available for Phase 2 due to
inaccessibility, and as the majority of the deposits entered the
ocean (Trofimovs et al., 2008).
Since the deposition of all samples occurred via PDCs, they are
likely to represent the strongest material from each of the phases,
as weaker material could have been preferentially broken down by
the collapse and transport processes. Whilst we cannot be certain
that the material is the most representative of each phase, we
present here one of the first temporally-resolved examinations of
rock property evolution during an eruption.
Sample Preparation
From each of the seven blocks collected, cores were prepared
with a diameter of 26 mm and were cut and ground parallel to
a nominal length of 52 mm for use in porosity and permeability
measurements, and for testing in uniaxial and cyclic loading
experiments (sample properties provided in Supplementary
Table S1). Samples were then oven-dried for at least 12 h at
70◦C and thermally equilibrated to ambient conditions before
any measurements were performed. All cores were taken at the
same orientation within a given block.
One core was prepared from each block with 37 mm diameter
and nominal length of 80 mm. The density of these samples
(provided in Supplementary Table S1) was calculated using
their mass and sample dimensions, and these samples were used
for testing in cyclic loading experiments to determine Young’s
modulus.
From each of the 7 blocks, 37 mm diameter by ∼18 mm thick
disks were also prepared for use in Brazilian tensile strength tests
(Supplementary Table S2). These samples have an approximate
aspect ratio of 1:2 as recommended by ISRM and ASTM.
Sub-samples of each block were taken from offcuts of these
cores and set in epoxy, in the same orientation as the cores
were prepared. Thick sections were created for mineralogical and
textural characterization by polishing and carbon coating the
epoxy-mounted samples.
QEMSCAN Analysis
Mineralogical and textural analyses were performed on the
prepared thick sections. The variation in phase abundances across
the sample range was quantified using QEMSCAN (Quantitative
Evaluation of Minerals by Scanning electron microscopy) at the
University of Liverpool. The QEMSCAN is an automated SEM-
EDS (scanning electron microscopy/energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy) system manufactured by FEI Company.
The QEMSCAN uses a 15 kV electron beam to produce
X-ray spectra which provide a semi-quantitative chemical map
of the different phases, here at a resolution of 10 µm over
an average area of 10.5 mm by 10.5 mm. The identified
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chemical compositions are compared to known compositions
stored in a reference library. Additional mineral and glass
chemistry definitions are manually added to the supplied
database to ensure all chemical compounds are recognized.
Crystallographic features are not discriminated by QEMSCAN,
and so polymorphs of the same composition cannot be
differentiated (for example, quartz and cristobalite would both
be classified as “silica polymorphs” by QEMSCAN processing).
We then used the iDiscover software to create color images
showing the distribution of mineral phases, and used this data
to determine the normalized mineral abundances of the sample
as area-percentages.
Schmidt Hammer
The Schmidt hammer is a portable, hand-held instrument
originally designed for non-destructive index testing of concrete.
It records the rebound height of a spring-loaded mass to indicate
material strength (Torabi et al., 2011); this ‘rebound value’ can
be correlated to various mechanical properties such as uniaxial
(unconfined) compressive strength and Young’s modulus (e.g.,
Deere and Miller, 1966; Yasar and Erdogan, 2004). Schmidt
hammer testing has previously been used on volcanic rocks (e.g.,
Dinçer et al., 2004; Del Potro and Hürlimann, 2009) and provides
a method of collecting in situ data where outcrop accessibility is
problematic. In this study, we used an L-type Schmidt hammer to
carry out field testing in accordance with the International Society
of Rock Mechanics (ISRM) guidelines (Ulusay and Hudson,
1979). The Schmidt hammer rebound values (RL) were corrected
for angle of testing where necessary, following the normalization
procedure set out by Basu and Aydin (2004); this often results in
non-integer rebound values. The Schmidt hammer was calibrated
using a steel anvil, which gave a RL value of 72. Hard rocks such
as granites generally have high RL values of >50, whereas softer
rocks such as chalk are likely to have a RL value < 30 (Katz et al.,
2000; Ericson, 2004; Goudie, 2013).
We present results of Schmidt hammer tests on 24 blocks,
measured during a field campaign in January 2016, from deposits
where the eruptive phase is known (4 from Phase 1, 3 from
Phase 3, 9 from Phase 4, and 8 from Phase 5). These tests were
carried out at the same locations as sample sites (Figure 1), but
on blocks exceeding 30 cm in all dimensions and therefore these
were not collected for laboratory experimentation. We therefore
consider the Schmidt hammer data a verification of the collected
blocks. We also present results from 28 Schmidt hammer tests
on samples located in Belham River Valley (BRV); these cannot
be attributed to a specific phase, but from collapse direction
information we can determine that these boulders were emplaced
during Phases 3–5. This gives additional constraint of the range
of expected values.
Physical Characterization
Permeability and porosity were determined for all 26 mm
diameter cores. The density of each core (ρrock) was determined
by measuring its mass and volume, and calculating the ratio
between the two (Supplementary Table S1 and Supplementary
Figure S1). Connected porosity was determined for each core
using a helium pycnometer (Micromeritics AccuPyc II 1340),
providing sample void volumes with an accuracy of 0.1%. Total
porosity was also determined for each of the seven blocks by
creating a powder of the rock sample and measuring its density
(ρpowder). Total porosity exceeds connected porosity as it includes
calculation of isolated pores that could not be accessed by helium
during pycnometry. Total porosity (φT) is calculated using:
φT =
(
ρpowder − ρrock
)
/ρrock (1)
Permeability was measured using a benchtop GasPerm
permeameter developed by Vinci Technologies. We measured
permeabilities of 49 samples using nitrogen as permeating fluid
and by imposing a flow rate that created, depending on the
permeability of the sample, a minimum pressure differential
(1P) between the inflow and outflow of 0.5 psi (0.0035 MPa).
Measurements were made on each sample at three confining
pressures. The confining pressure was held constant at each of
100, 200, and 300 psi (0.7, 1.4, and 2.1 MPa) for the duration of
the measurement. In cases where Darcian conditions were not
achieved (i.e., the flow rate resulted in too high1P and turbulent
flow/gas slippage in the porous medium), we applied Klinkenberg
and Forchheimer’s corrections to retrieve the equivalent Darcy
permeability.
Uniaxial Compressive Strength Testing
Uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) testing was carried out at
ambient (room) temperature on one sample from each block (7
total) using 26 mm diameter samples (for which permeability
and porosity had already been determined). The cores were
loaded axially at a constant strain rate of 10−5 s−1 using a 5969
Instron uniaxial benchtop press with a 50 kN load cell at the
Experimental Volcanology and Geothermal Research Laboratory
at the University of Liverpool. The measured axial displacement
was corrected to subtract the compliance of the apparatus (i.e.,
pistons and frame) during loading. While one sample from
each block was loaded to failure to measure the compressive
strength, we established the repeatability of the mechanical data
of the materials by determining Young’s modulus using 22 stress
cycling experiments (see Section “Cyclic Experiments”), as higher
Young’s modulus relates to higher peak strength (e.g., Schaefer
et al., 2015).
Brazilian Tensile Strength Testing
Indirect tensile strength was measured using the Brazil testing
method (Ulusay and Hudson, 1979), in which a compressive load
is applied diametrically to the curved edge of a cylindrical, disk-
shaped rock sample. This is a commonly used method to induce
tensile failure due to the logistical difficulty of measuring direct
tensile strength (Perras and Diederichs, 2014). Tensile strength,
σt, is calculated using the following formula:
σt = 2P
piDL
(2)
where P is the applied load (N), D is sample diameter (m), and L
is sample thickness (m).
In total, 66 samples were prepared at 37 mm diameter (with
aspect ratio of 1:2 to meet ISRM standards), and were loaded at a
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FIGURE 3 | (A–D) QEMSCAN images showing mineral assemblage in one
sample from each phase (other samples provided in Supplementary
Figure S2) – the mineralogical key is shown below the images, with white
used to portray the pore space. See Table 2 for full mineral phase analysis;
(E–H) pore distribution in one sample from each phase (other samples
provided in Supplementary Figure S2) using processed QEMSCAN images
with solid fraction shown in gray, and all porosity in black. Samples from
Phases 3 and 4 are denser, with evenly distributed pore-space, whereas
samples from Phases 1 and 5 have higher pore content and show
pore-localization and a high connectivity. Backscattered electron images for
the same samples are shown in Supplementary Figure S3.
constant deformation rate of 0.0037 mm/s (equivalent diametric
strain rate of 10−4 s−1), again using the Instron uniaxial press
in the Experimental Volcanology and Geothermal Research
Laboratory at the University of Liverpool.
Cyclic Experiments
The UCS tests were used to inform the cyclic loading tests by
defining a threshold of 50% peak stress for each sample type.
Cyclic loading experiments were then performed on 22 cores of
26 mm diameter, and 7 cores of 37 mm diameter (both with 2:1
aspect ratio); the samples were axially loaded to this threshold
at a constant strain rate of 10−5 s−1, and then unloaded at
the same rate. This was performed to examine the repeatability
of the stress-strain response to loading, and to calculate elastic
moduli. By loading only to 50% of peak stress, we considered the
rock to behave purely elastically (Walsh, 1965; Nihei et al., 2000;
David et al., 2012), and therefore assumed that no lasting damage
was done to the sample and that it could rebound and recover
deformation.
Young’s Modulus Determination
Young’s modulus (E) is a key parameter in volcanic modeling
(Hale et al., 2009a,b; Husain et al., 2014; Harnett et al., 2018).
Young’s modulus is traditionally an elastic parameter, defined
in GPa, and although these rocks do not behave in a purely
linear elastic manner throughout compression, the stress-strain
response is linear following crack-closure and prior to damage
accumulation (e.g., Heap and Faulkner, 2008). Here, to fall
confidently within this regime we consider the linear portion
of the curve as between 40 and 50% of peak rock strength.
Therefore for all 29 cores with 26 mm diameter and 7 cores
with 37 mm diameter, we calculate Young’s modulus within this
range. Following ISRM guidelines (Ulusay and Hudson, 1979),
we calculate the Young’s modulus using:
E = σ50 − σ40
ε50 − ε40 (3)
where σ is stress and ε is strain, at a given percentage of peak rock
strength (denoted by the subscript).
RESULTS
Microstructural Analysis
QEMSCAN analysis illustrates mineral assemblages and their
relative abundance in each of the samples. An exemplar
rock from each of Phases 1, 3, 4, and 5 is shown in
Figure 3, with the remaining rocks from this study shown in
Supplementary Figure S2, and backscattered electron images
shown in Supplementary Figure S3. In addition to color images
showing the mineral distribution and texture in each sample, a
grayscale image shows the pore structure highlighted in black.
We explore mineral abundance within the sample suite,
and show the area percentage calculated from QEMSCAN
imagery of interstitial glass combined with silica polymorphs,
and plagioclase (separated into calcium-rich and sodium-rich;
Figures 4A,B). Percentages for all mineral components as a
proportion of the solid phase in all samples are shown in Table 2.
Plagioclase is dominant across all samples, totaling between 42.5
and 56.1% with zoned crystals evident in all samples (Figure 3).
Slight increases in solid fraction total plagioclase content in
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Samples H and F (Phases 3 and 4) correspond to overall increase
in crystallinity of these samples, and as such, slight depletions
in total glass and silica polymorph phases (Figure 4). There
is a higher proportion of interstitial glass compared to silica
polymorphs in Samples M and J (Phases 1 and 5) compared to
Samples H and F. The “glass” that is identified by QEMSCAN
consists of fine-grained mesostasis which may comprise fine
grains of various compositions that are smaller than the X-ray
interaction volume of the QEMSCAN instrumentation; it thus
may not necessarily represent the mechanical and rheological
properties of quenched interstitial melt. Amphiboles are mostly
in the form of pseudomorphs of break-down products, and
clusters of pyroxene. Clinopyroxene is more dominant than
orthopyroxene, particularly in Samples H and F. Oxides are
rare in all samples, and generally occur in the form of micro-
phenocrysts.
In addition to having lower crystalline fractions (i.e., more
glass and silica polymorphs), Samples M and J also have
larger, more heterogeneously distributed pore spaces. Porosity
is greatest in Sample J (Table 3), and comprises vesicles
in between crystals whereas in samples from earlier phases
(e.g., Samples H, F), much smaller pore spaces are found
within the groundmass. Overall, QEMSCAN analysis shows low
variability in the componentry and the mineralogical assemblage
throughout the samples tested.
Schmidt Hammer
We present the results of 52 Schmidt hammer tests (Figure 5),
both on blocks from known eruptive phases, and from a random
selection of blocks in BRV. The data show that blocks from
Phase 5 appear to be the weakest (average RL = 26.4). Samples
from Phases 1, 3, and 4 exhibit similar Schmidt hammer results,
with average rebound values of 34.5, 39.7, and 37.4, respectively
(Figure 5A; raw values given in Supplementary Table S3).
The Schmidt hammer rebound values from all of the samples
from known eruptive phases have a range of 32.6 from 15.2
to 47.8. The ranges within each phase are 20.6 (Phase 1), 7.3
(Phase 3), 17.0 (Phase 4), and 26.0 (Phase 5); the rebound values
from the random boulders in the BRV have a range from 6.0
to 48.1 (a spread of 42.1), showing a similar distribution to
that of the temporally-constrained blocks. Assuming there were
no systematic variations in rock strength across time, the same
variation would be found within the samples from each phase.
However, the difference between the spread of randomly sampled
blocks (42.1) far exceeds the difference within blocks attributed
to a particular phase (max RL = 26.0 for Phase 5). However,
the 25th–75th percentiles of the entire dataset span a relatively
narrow range of 21.8 to 42.6, highlighting that the extremes of
these values represent rarer outliers (Figure 5B).
Physical Properties
Connected porosities extend from approximately 20–40% across
all samples (Figure 6A and Table 3), with ranges for Phases 1,
3, 4, and 5 of 8.2, 3.3, 4.9, and 11.0%, respectively (all values of
both connected and total porosity provided in Supplementary
Table S1). Sample M (Phase 1) has an average connected porosity
of 22.8% and an average total porosity of 23.2%. Samples B and
FIGURE 4 | Abundances of (A) glass and silica polymorphs, the remaining
solid fraction is composed of the primary minerals (crystallinity, Table 2); (B)
plagioclase – both sodium rich and calcium rich; shown as percentage area,
calculated from 10 µm resolution QEMSCAN images (shown in Figure 3 and
Supplementary Figure S2), and Phase indicated by horizontal bars at the
top of each plot.
H (Phase 3) have very similar porosities to Sample M, with an
average connected porosity of 22.6% and a slightly higher average
total porosity of 23.8%. Samples F and G (Phase 4) have similar
connected porosities with an average of 22.8%, but a higher
average total porosity of 25.2%, showing the existence of more
isolated pores. Samples J and K (Phase 5) have a noticeably higher
porosity than all of the other measured samples, with an average
connected porosity of 34.8% and few isolated pores, giving an
average total porosity of 35.4%.
Similarly, the density of the 26 mm samples varies from
1.61–2.22 g/cm3, with average densities for Phases 1, 3, 4, and 5 of
2.13, 2.14, 2.14, and 1.76 g/cm3, respectively. The density values
for Samples M, B, H, F, and G are very similar (as observed for
porosity), with a clear decrease in density in Samples J and K.
The relationship between density and porosity is broadly linear
(Supplementary Figure S1), although deviation from linearity
results primarily from the varied abundances of isolated pores.
Permeability across all samples ranges from 10−15 to 10−11 m2
(Figure 6B and Table 3), and relates non-linearly to the
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TABLE 2 | Quantitative analysis of mineral phases present in each sample, calculated as a percentage area of the solid fraction, and porosity as % of total area, using the
10-µm resolution QEMSCAN analysis of a 10.1 mm × 10.1 mm area.
Eruption phase Phase 1 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5
Sample name SHV-M SHV-B SHV-H SHV-F SHV-G SHV-J SHV-K
Solid fraction (%) Sodium rich plagioclase 33.42 35.41 39.57 39.48 29.35 36.21 31.26
Calcium rich plagioclase 17.45 20.58 16.48 14.78 25.95 9.37 11.32
Clinopyroxene 1.38 3.95 3.24 4.66 5.23 1.56 3.16
Orthopyroxene 3.89 4.25 4.05 3.24 4.09 3.86 1.60
Amphibole 1.63 3.62 5.26 6.66 4.99 4.25 10.67
Fe-Ti Oxides 1.14 1.00 1.08 0.83 0.49 1.50 1.20
Glass 23.19 12.00 11.63 8.75 10.74 29.03 23.66
Silica polymorphs 10.27 13.13 13.48 16.13 8.68 8.90 10.74
Smectite 2.38 2.68 2.47 2.18 2.46 2.14 2.33
Apatite 0.27 0.29 0.22 0.20 0.24 0.37 0.28
Mg-Fe Phase 0.21 0.37 0.70 1.18 1.12 0.09 0.16
Biotite 0.04 0.21 0.31 0.32 0.31 0.07 0.04
Others 0.21 0.22 0.35 0.76 1.67 0.25 0.19
Unclassified 4.52 2.29 1.18 0.83 4.70 2.39 3.38
Total excluding porosity 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Total crystallinity 66.54 74.87 74.91 75.12 80.60 62.06 65.59
Porosity (%) 20.80 23.69 24.19 20.36 21.55 15.56 28.70
connected porosity (Figure 6C; all values of permeability are
provided in Supplementary Table S1). Tight clustering is to be
expected within one rock sample (e.g., Schaefer et al., 2015), but
permeability also remains very consistent between two different
blocks attributed to the same eruptive phase (Figures 6B,C), even
with increased confining pressure (Supplementary Figure S4).
The difference between the permeabilities of samples from each
phase is therefore determined to be greater than the variation
expected from natural heterogeneity within one block. In the
tested samples there is a systematic decrease in permeability from
Phases 1 to 4 (Table 3), and Phase 5 samples show the maximum
permeability across the erupted materials tested, with an average
permeability for the samples from Phase 5 of 9.2 × 10−12 m2
TABLE 3 | Physical properties calculated for each sample, using the following
methods: (a) average density, measured using a helium pycnometer and the
standard deviation for each block; (b) connected porosity: measured using a
helium pycnometer and the standard deviation for each block; (c) total porosity,
calculated by measuring the density of a powder and using Equation (1) and the
standard deviation for each block; and (d) permeability, measured at 100 psi using
the GasPerm permeameter.
Phase Sample
ID
Average
density
(g/cm3)
Average
connected
porosity and
standard
deviation (%)
Average total
porosity and
standard
deviation (%)
Average
permeability at
100 psi (m2)
1 M 2.13 ± 0.08 22.3 ± 2.5 23.2 ± 2.8 7 × 10−13
3 B 2.14 ± 0.02 22.8 ± 0.7 23.3 ± 0.8 1 × 10−13
H 2.15 ± 0.03 22.5 ± 1.1 24.3 ± 3.0 1 × 10−13
4 F 2.14 ± 0.04 22.2 ± 1.2 25.1 ± 3.9 1 × 10−14
G 2.13 ± 0.05 23.4 ± 1.7 25.3 ± 1.9 1 × 10−14
5 J 1.67 ± 0.05 38.5 ± 1.2 38.9 ± 1.8 2 × 10−11
K 1.87 ± 0.03 31.1 ± 1.2 31.9 ± 1.1 3 × 10−12
(although some were too permeable to obtain a value). The
decrease in permeability across Phases 1–4 occurs despite a
relatively constant connected porosity (Figure 6C), although the
proportion of isolated pores increases across the same range
(Supplementary Table S1).
Uniaxial Compressive Strength
To maximize data gathering from a limited sample set, we
performed UCS testing on one prepared 26 mm sample from
each block (Figure 7A), resulting in 7 UCS values. Where there
are two individual blocks from one phase, we find very similar
results between the two blocks (Figure 7B), and we confirm the
phase repeatability using cyclic loading tests to non-destructively
measure Young’s modulus for each sample (see section “Cyclic
Loading and Young’s Modulus”).
The results from the UCS tests generally show expected
behavior, where the stress-strain curve can be broken into
an initial stage of compaction of pre-existing pores and
microfractures within the rock, an elastic loading phase, a brief
period of strain hardening, and then a fracture marked by a
sudden stress drop (Figure 7B; as described by Scholz, 1968;
Heap and Faulkner, 2008). The UCS curves for Samples J and
K show a more creep-like behavior due to their high porosity
(>30%). These rocks did not exhibit a sharp stress drop, but
rather ongoing compaction of pore spaces within the sample.
The maximum load was recorded as the uniaxial compressive
strength, and the tests were stopped when the stress showed
a marked decrease (more than 10% stress drop) over time,
suggesting that the rock had ruptured and was unable to bear any
more load.
The results are summarized in Figure 8, along with all the
mechanical results for each sample. Sample M (Phase 1) has
a UCS of 25.1 MPa. For the remaining phases, two tests were
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FIGURE 5 | (A) Schmidt hammer rebound value (RL) results from field testing at sampling locations for Phases 1, 3, 4, and 5. Belham River Valley (BRV) results show
values obtained on a random selection of blocks from Phases 3, 4, and 5. Raw data shown by circles, with the mean RL for each phase shown by a square; (B) box
plot diagram to show median (red line), mean (black squares), 25th and 75th percentiles, and range for Schmidt hammer rebound values from each phase. Results
from BRV span the overall range in values seen in other phases and highlight that Phase 5 material is the weakest of the erupted products tested, although the
maximum RL across all phases is similar.
FIGURE 6 | Physical properties of 26 mm cores from eruptive Phases 1, 3, 4, and 5: (A) connected porosity evolution and (B) gas permeability evolution throughout
the eruption; (C) permeability as a function of porosity for all samples. Results show that porosity is consistent between Phases 1, 3, 4, and increases in Phase 5,
whereas permeability systematically decreases from Phase 1 through to Phase 4, and then increases in Phase 5. Phases 1 and 5 follow a near-continuous trend on
the porosity-permeability plot, while Phases 3 and 4 plot distinctly, suggesting contrasting pore morphology and connectivity.
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carried out (one from each block, Figure 8A). The average
UCS values for Phases 3, 4, and 5 are 27.8, 49.8, and 6.6 MPa,
respectively (raw sample data are provided in Supplementary
Table S1, with averages and standard deviations provided in
Supplementary Table S4).
The lowest UCS results (<7 MPa) are found in Samples
J and K (Phase 5) and correlate to the highest porosity
among the samples tested (Figure 8B). These samples are
more friable and have more evident pore space in hand
specimen (Figure 7A), and the pore distribution maps from
QEMSCAN analysis further highlight the connectivity of the
porous network (Figure 3). Lower sample porosities correspond
to higher uniaxial compressive strengths, however, for porosities
between 20 and 25%, UCS values vary between 25 and 50 MPa.
Although the porosity of these samples is similar, there is a
higher proportion of isolated pores and lower permeability in
the stronger Samples F and G (Phase 4). The porosity-strength
relationship identified in this study fits well with other datasets
from dome-building volcanoes (Figure 8B).
Cyclic Loading and Young’s Modulus
Similarly to the UCS results, the Young’s modulus increases with
decreasing porosity across the sample suite. Young’s Modulus
increases from Phase 1 to Phase 3 to Phase 4, with a drop to the
lowest values in Phase 5 samples (Figure 8C). A higher Young’s
modulus correlates to lower porosity values, and as such, higher
Young’s modulus values typically correspond to higher UCS
values. Cyclic testing showed good repeatability of mechanical
data (i.e., stress-strain curve morphology, Supplementary
Figure S5) within rock types, and to an extent within phases
irrespective of sample size (26 or 37 mm diameter). Young’s
modulus determined from the UCS tests gives average values in
Phases 1, 3, 4, and 5 of 7.2, 7.0, 11.1, and 3.2 GPa, respectively. We
also determined Young’s modulus using the cyclic tests, which
indicated a range of Young’s modulus within each sample suite
of less than 3 GPa, and average values for Phases 1, 3, 4, and
5 of 4.6, 7.2, 10.9, and 2.5 GPa, respectively. There is good
agreement between the Young’s modulus values from UCS and
cyclic testing, as the same portion (40–50%) of the peak stress
of the loading curve was used for the analysis (Figure 8C; with
raw data in Supplementary Table S1, and averages and standard
deviations given in Supplementary Table S4). Increasing Young’s
modulus values correspond most systematically to an increasing
proportion of isolated porosity and therefore to decreasing
permeability (Figure 9B and Table 3).
Tensile Strength
We performed 66 Brazilian indirect tensile tests to constrain
the tensile strength (UTS; Figure 8D) and found UTS averages
of 2.13 MPa for Phase 1; 2.47 MPa for Phase 3; 3.22 MPa for
Phase 4; and 0.96 MPa for Phase 5 (see averages and standard
deviation for each phase in Supplementary Table S4). The
results from the Brazilian disk testing correlate well to the UCS
and Young’s modulus values, conforming to the trend of lower
strength at lower density or higher porosities (Figures 8D, 9).
The variability within each sample set is higher than for UCS
(there are more tests), although each phase still has a considerably
smaller range than the sample suite as a whole and there is good
agreement between the different blocks within the same phase
(Supplementary Table S2).
UCS/UTS Ratio
We show that in our study both compressive and tensile rock
strength is inversely proportional to density (Figure 9A), and
we consider bulk rock density here to be a proxy for total
porosity (Supplementary Figure S1). That said, for a given
FIGURE 7 | (A) Photos of one core from each block tested (M; B; H; F; G; J; K), with the corresponding phase marked; (B) UCS results from tests carried out at a
constant strain rate of 10-5 s-1 on one core from Phase 1, and two cores from Phases 3, 4, and 5. UCS curves labeled with the block from which each rock was
cored. Phase 5 samples show creep-like (i.e., undergoing significant strain prior to failure) behavior due to high porosity, while the other samples display sharp failure
curves.
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FIGURE 8 | (A) UCS results. UCS is highest in Phase 4, and lowest in Phase 5, while Phases 1 and 3 are intermediate. (B) UCS as a function of porosity, compared
with published datasets from other dome-building volcanoes: 1Heap et al., 2018a (diamonds); 2Coats et al., 2018 (squares); 3Heap et al., 2014a (downward
triangles); 4Kendrick et al., 2013 (circles); (C) Tensile strength determined by Brazilian disk testing for samples from eruptive Phases 1, 3, 4, and 5. Each
measurement is shown by the hollow markers, with mean tensile strength for each eruptive Phase shown by the black squares. (D) Young’s modulus (E) determined
from both UCS and cyclic tests performed on 26 mm diameter cores and shown by Phase with averages shown for each Phase (black squares). Young’s modulus is
determined using stress/strain between 40 and 50% of the UCS strength value, from the linear portion of stress/strain curve where we assume elastic behavior.
density the UCS/UTS ratio is highly variable (Figure 10A), the
ratio for Phases 1, 3, 4, and 5 is 11.8, 10.9, 15.5, and 6.9,
respectively. Instead, UCS/UTS ratio systematically decreases
with increasing permeability (Figure 10B). We also compare
the average Schmidt hammer rebound values for each phase to
the UCS/UTS ratio, where the Schmidt hammer rebound values
increase with increasing UCS/UTS ratio (Figure 10C). This is
likely due to the sensitivity of the Schmidt hammer to the rock
stiffness, as Young’s modulus also correlates very well with the
UCS/UTS ratio (Figure 10D).
DISCUSSION
Co-variance of Physical and Mechanical
Properties
In this study, we have demonstrated a wide range in physical
and mechanical properties of dome rock from Soufrière Hills
volcano (SHV). We show how these properties vary in relation
to one another, and in addition, by gathering these data from
temporally-constrained samples, we are able to speculate how
this could reflect the changing eruptive behavior across this well-
observed 15-year eruption. We verify the trends observed in our
limited laboratory sample suite using Schmidt hammer rebound
testing on a wider range of samples in the field, and find RL
values to be in broad agreement with the observed temporal
trends of strength and Young’s Modulus. The identified links
in physical and mechanical rock properties are necessary for
assessing volcano dynamics, and the temporal relationships could
prove important if corroborated using a wider suite of rocks.
The SHV dome rocks examined here range in porosity
from 19.7 to 40.2%, with inversely-proportional permeabilities
spanning the range from 10−15 to 10−11 m2. Our corresponding
densities of 1.61–2.34 g/cm3 also agree well with the range of
densities measured on 85 blocks from block-and-ash flows in
1997 and to the porosity range of 15.1–45.5% observed for
a smaller subset of these 1997 lava samples (Formenti and
Druitt, 2003). Moreover this spectrum of our samples exceeds
the porosity and permeability range spanned by banded pumice
samples collected from block-and-ash flow deposits at SHV
(Farquharson and Wadsworth, 2018). The strength of the dome
rocks measured at SHV varies by almost an order of magnitude
from 6.2 to 51.1 MPa in compression, and 0.5–4.1 MPa in
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tension, which show a non-linear decrease with increasing
porosity and permeability. We demonstrate a higher UCS/UTS
ratio for stronger, stiffer material, highlighting the different effect
FIGURE 9 | (A) Uniaxial tensile strength (UTS; hollow symbols) and uniaxial
compressive strength (UCS; filled symbols) as a function of rock density (a
proxy for porosity, see Supplementary Table S1 and Supplementary
Figure S1). (B) Young’s modulus as a function of connected porosity,
determined from UCS tests (black symbol outlines) and from cyclic tests (no
symbol outline). (C) Permeability as a function of Young’s modulus, for 26 mm
samples (thin symbol outline) and 37 mm samples (thick symbol outline).
of pore connectivity on compressive and tensile strength. This
is an important consideration when modeling structural dome
instability, as using a constant UCS/UTS ratio in numerical
models could result in overestimation of a dome’s tensile strength,
and therefore underestimation of the failure likelihood of the
unconfined portion of lava domes. The current SHV dome at
Montserrat is likely to have cooled to an extent where viscous flow
no longer dominates eruptive behavior (Ball et al., 2015); as such,
tests of rock properties at ambient temperatures are relevant to
the modeling of ongoing stability of the volcano, but moreover,
a number of studies have demonstrated that the strength of
volcanic rock at elevated temperature is either comparable (Heap
et al., 2014a, 2018a) or higher (Schaefer et al., 2015; Coats et al.,
2018) than at room temperature, suggesting that domes are at
their weakest following cooling.
For the same sample suite, Young’s modulus values range from
1.4 to 12.3 GPa and correspond to higher values in less porous,
denser samples (Figure 9B). A strong correlation is shown
between Young’s modulus and sample permeability (Figure 9C),
where lower permeabilities correlate to higher stiffness values.
This suggests a dependence of Young’s modulus on not only
porosity, but also pore connectivity, which also controls the
permeability.
Mechanical data from experiments show a general trend of
increasing strength (compressive and tensile) and stiffness in
samples from Phase 1 to Phase 4, with a corresponding decrease
in permeability (and increasing proportion of isolated pores).
The samples from Phase 5 show significantly lower strength and
stiffness and have both the highest porosity and permeability.
Therefore porosity can be considered as a controlling factor
in both strength and stiffness of volcanic rocks (as described
previously for other volcanic rocks; Heap et al., 2014b, 2016a;
Schaefer et al., 2015; Colombier et al., 2017; Marmoni et al., 2017;
FIGURE 10 | (A) UCS/UTS ratio as a function of density; (B) UCS/UTS ratio
as a function of permeability; (C) UCS/UTS ratio as a function of average
Schmidt hammer rebound value (RL); and (D) UCS/UTS ratio as a function of
Young’s modulus. Phase averages shown in each case. A higher UCS/UTS
ratio correlates to lower permeabilities, higher Schmidt hammer rebound
values, and higher Young’s modulus values.
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Coats et al., 2018). We compare the correlation between porosity
and uniaxial compressive strength in this dataset to published
data from other dome-building volcanoes (Volcán de Colima,
Mexico, Mount St. Helens, United States, and Mt. Unzen, Japan)
and find that our samples fit well with existing data (Figure 8B).
Although we speculate that the properties identified in this study
could suggest a temporal evolution in mechanical behavior at
Soufrière Hills, we show here that examining the mechanical
properties as a function of the physical rock properties may be
more appropriate.
Although cracks are present in these samples (particularly in
Sample M), we note that the samples in this study do not show
the pervasive micro-fractured textures that have been observed
in similar andesites from Volcán de Colima (Heap et al., 2014a).
The QEMSCAN images highlighting porosity (Figures 3E–H)
show that the samples with higher porosities (e.g., Sample J from
Phase 5) have larger, more heterogeneously distributed pore space
with a higher degree of connectivity. Lamur et al. (2017) showed
that the addition of a macro fracture in samples with relatively
high porosity (above 18%) has little impact on the resultant
permeability, and as such we surmise that permeability in our
sample suite is controlled by preexisting pore connectivity, rather
than pervasive fractures.
Further, we also demonstrate that pore morphology and
connectivity has an important control on mechanical properties
(UCS, UTS, and Young’s modulus); where total porosity is similar
(Phases 1, 3, and 4), lower connectivity (and thus permeability) in
Phase 1, then Phase 3, and finally lowest in Phase 4, corresponds
to a significant increase in compressive (7% from Phase 1 to 3
and 85% from Phase 3 to 4) and tensile (16% from Phase 1 to
3 and 30% from Phase 3 to 4) strength, and stiffness (Young’s
modulus, 35% from Phase 1 to 3 and 53% from Phase 3 to 4).
By showing that the rocks are not heavily micro-fractured and
pore connectivity is a controlling factor in mechanical behavior,
we also demonstrate that differences found between the rocks
in this study are unlikely to be due to damage during transport
in pyroclastic density currents, and rather represent the textural
heterogeneity of the eruptive products.
In order to establish whether porosity is exerting the only
control on the mechanical properties of the rocks tested here,
we also examine the mineralogy of the samples. Variation
in glass, silica polymorph and plagioclase content is non-
systematic through time, although we do see co-variance of a
number of physical and mechanical properties. For example, total
crystallinity (Table 2) as a proportion of the solid fraction of
each sample (i.e., excluding the glass and silica polymorph phase)
correlates positively to the mechanical behavior (Figure 11),
with the lowest crystallinity (Phase 5, 62–66% crystallinity)
corresponding to the lowest rock strength and Young’s Modulus
(UTS = 1.0 MPa, UCS = 6.6 MPa, YM = 2.9 GPa), and the highest
crystallinity (Phase 4, 75–81% crystallinity) corresponding to the
highest rock strength and Young’s Modulus (UTS = 2.8 MPa,
UCS = 49.9 MPa, YM = 10.7 GPa). Such relationships of
strengthening with increasing crystallinity have been noted
in partially crystalline polymers (e.g., Brady, 1976). The
crystallinity-strength relationship at a dome-building volcano
was discussed by Bain et al. (2019), where low crystallinity
samples were associated with low repose times between volcanic
explosions, and therefore low residency times within the upper
conduit and dome. We speculate that a longer residence time
at elevated temperature within the volcano leads to increased
densification of material as well as increased crystallization. This
could have particular importance when considering the likely
mechanical behavior of dome rock.
The relationship between crystal fraction and strength was
modeled up to 40% crystallinity by Heap et al. (2016b), who found
that UCS decreased with increasing crystal content up to 15%;
our system differs in that it exceeds the maximum loose packing
as the groundmass has crystallized and interlocked in situ, and
thus is contrasting to the simplified two- phase system modeled
in Heap et al. (2016b). As observed by previous work (e.g., Zorn
et al., 2018), porosity and crystallinity are inversely proportional
(Figure 11); the more porous samples have lower crystallinity
and are more glassy than the denser samples. Thus despite the
correlation between crystallinity and strength, it is difficult to
determine if there is an independent effect of crystallinity with
the sample suite tested, as porosity is generally believed to impart
the greatest control on strength (Kendrick et al., 2013; Heap et al.,
2014a, 2016b; Farquharson et al., 2015; Schaefer et al., 2015).
We also use Schmidt hammer testing to support the laboratory
results. The Schmidt hammer is a well-known tool for field testing
to infer both UCS and Young’s modulus (Katz et al., 2000; Ylmaz
and Sendr, 2002; Dinçer et al., 2004; Yagiz, 2009). We do not
directly correlate our Schmidt hammer results to UCS values here
due to the variability in published correlations; however, we see
that the raw data from the Schmidt hammer index testing shows
a similar trend to UCS results (Figures 10B,C). This supports our
UCS data by providing analysis of a larger sample set, although
the Schmidt hammer results differ from the UCS results by
indicating a more similar strength between the samples from
Phase 3 to Phase 4. The slight discrepancy between the Schmidt
hammer data and the experimental results likely arises from the
FIGURE 11 | Rock strength as a function of crystallinity, where solid markers
show uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) and hollow markers show tensile
strength (UTS). Inset shows correlation between crystallinity and porosity.
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sensitivity of the Schmidt hammer to sample porosity (Yasar and
Erdogan, 2004; Aydin and Basu, 2005; Yagiz, 2009). As the rock
porosities appear to have very similar ranges in Phases 1, 3, and
4, we suggest the Schmidt hammer is insensitive to the small
differences in pore connectivity, as evidenced by the permeability
differences which seem to correlate to tensile and compressive
strength as well as stiffness observed in the mechanical tests. The
Schmidt hammer does, however, show clearly that the samples
from Phase 5 are the weakest material tested.
Links to Eruptive Activity
We find a slight increase in strength from Phase 1 to Phase
3 (Figures 8A,C,D), as well as slightly lower permeabilities
than those from Phase 1 and a significant increase in glass
recrystallization to silica polymorphs which can serve to block
pores by vapor phase deposition (Horwell et al., 2013) and
decrease permeability. The lack of explosions during Phase 3
(Wadge et al., 2014) and enhanced residence time in the lava
dome as a result could explain these textural differences to the
earlier phases of the eruption. Phase 3 had one major collapse on
the May 20, 2006 (from which the Phase 3 samples in this study
are collected) compared to several collapses in the earlier phases.
The average extrusion rates are, however, very similar in Phase 1
and Phase 3, at 4.5 and 5.3 m3s−1, respectively. This could explain
the similar porosities between the samples from each phase (e.g.,
Collombet, 2009), and therefore the similarities in strength (e.g.,
Coats et al., 2018). It is important to note that the extrusion rates
within each phase were highly variable, as shown in Figure 2, and
therefore the rock properties defined in the study are likely to be
determined by short-term emplacement conditions, rather than
representative of the whole eruptive phase.
Unlike the other eruptive phases at Soufrière Hills, Phase 4
occurred in 2 short episodes from August 08, 2008 until October
08, 2008, and then from December 02, 2008 until January 03, 2009
(Stinton et al., 2017). The samples from Phase 4 are collected
from the explosion on July 29, 2008 and are the strongest of
the erupted products tested here. The other rocks in this study
are samples from events that occurred during periods of active
extrusion and so are likely to have been stored in the dome
for shorter time periods, whereas the Phase 4 products follow a
period of quiescence and are likely to have had longer residence
times within the lava dome. Previous work (Horwell et al., 2013)
has shown that recrystallization that occurs after emplacement
of material within the dome is likely to increase the fraction of
silica polymorphs (likely to be cristobalite) at the expense of glass.
Horwell et al. (2013) suggested that by additionally filling pore
space with recrystallized silica polymorphs, rock strength may
be increased; although it is difficult to distinguish between all
the contributing variables, recrystallization of interstitial glass to
silica polymorphs (Table 2) is highest in the strongest samples,
present in Phases 3 and 4.
It is clear here that understanding the events preceding
each collapse (Table 1) is an important factor in determining
a rock’s history, and therefore its likely mechanical properties.
For example, although the samples from Phases 4 and 5 in this
study are both collected from deposits that are associated with
explosions, they exhibit very different mechanical properties. The
July 29, 2008 event marked the beginning of Phase 4a and was
preceded by no extrusion (Table 1); therefore, the material from
this event is likely to be mechanically distinct from material that
collapses during extrusion. This is important to feed into future
numerical models, as it suggests increased mechanical strength
from alteration following increased repose time.
Phase 5 at SHV was also short-lived compared to Phases 1
and 3, but was punctuated by several vulcanian explosions and
did not contain the frequent small scale collapses seen in Phase 1
(Stinton et al., 2014a). The time-averaged extrusion rate during
Phase 5 is estimated at 7 m3s−1. The samples from Phase 5
have larger phenocrysts than samples from the previous two
phases (Figure 3), suggesting a longer crystallization time of
magma prior to the final ascent and eruption. This could be
due to the absence of wholesale dome collapse after May 2006
(Figure 2), that plugged the upper conduit, preventing magma
extrusion. We also suggest that the high permeability of the Phase
5 samples contributes to efficient outgassing of the dome, leading
to relatively degassed magma; as previously observed by Cole
et al. (2014).
All dome material emplaced from the beginning of the
eruption in 1995 until May 2006 was removed by repeated
collapse events (Wadge et al., 2014). Extrusion resumed almost
immediately after the May 2006 collapse, and dome growth in
Phases 4 and 5 occurred primarily on top of the remaining Phase
3 dome. The February 2010 collapse likely removed most of
the material emplaced in Phase 4, suggesting the dome that still
remains on Montserrat mostly comprises material emplaced in
Phases 3 and 5. We suggest therefore that future modeling efforts
of the current dome include rock heterogeneity (both temporal,
and spatial if available), as this could significantly influence
overall structural stability (e.g., Schaefer et al., 2013).
CONCLUSION
We present here a study of the physical and mechanical
properties of a suite of temporally-constrained rocks from
Soufrière Hills volcano (SHV). We clearly demonstrate the
variability and co-variance of physical and mechanical rock
properties (porosity, permeability, UCS, UTS, Young’s modulus,
and Schmidt hardness) across a broad spectrum volcanic rocks,
representative of the extruded products of SHV (e.g., Formenti
and Druitt, 2003). These parameters vary extensively for the
materials tested. Across all phases, we observe a range in
connected porosity of 19.7–40.2%, permeability of 10−15 to
10−11 m2, tensile strength of 0.53–4.15 MPa, compressive
strength of 6.2–51.1 MPa, Young’s modulus of 1.39–12.29 GPa,
and Schmidt hammer rebound values of 12.5–47.9. We find that
while porosity has a dominant control on strength and Young’s
Modulus, higher pore connectivity (at a given porosity) also
weakens material, decreases the UCS/UTS ratio and enhances
permeability by up to two orders of magnitude. In addition,
we show how more crystalline samples have lower porosity,
and have the lowest proportion of pristine glass. Both higher
total crystallinity, and higher recrystallization of glass into silica
polymorphs correlate with higher strength and Young’s Modulus
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in our sample suite, though these also correlate positively to the
control porosity has on strength and thus crystallinity is judged
to have a lesser influence.
The temporal evolution, from the samples tested in the
laboratory and field in this study, indicates an increase in rock
strength from Phase 1 to Phase 3 to Phase 4, and then shows
a large decrease in strength in samples from Phase 5 of the
eruption, with all samples following the same physical and
mechanical relationships as defined above. We acknowledge that
the samples tested in this study only provide us with a “snapshot”
during the phases of a complicated eruptive history at SHV, and
that more samples would be required from varied locations to
test if this trend is truly observed for the eruption as a whole.
However, our dataset demonstrates a large range in mechanical
properties (strength and stiffness) that can be linked to the
rock’s texture (porosity and crystallinity) and permeability, and
we use field Schmidt hammer testing to support the laboratory
investigation, finding good correlation.
We conclude that even at a volcano with a narrow range
of eruptive material and chemical composition, taking single
values for mechanical parameters is insufficient for the purpose
of numerical modeling. Consequently, the inclusion of temporal
and spatial heterogeneity should be strongly considered in future
structural stability models.
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